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THE DEGENERATION OF REACHABLE SINGULAR 
SYSTEMS UNDER FEEDBACK-TRANSFORMATIONS1 
HEIDE GLÜSING-LÜERSSEN AND DIEDERICH HINRICHSEN 
In this paper we consider the feedback-action for reachable singular systems and its 
limit phenomena. Firstly we introduce the invariants which parametrize the feedback-
orbits. These results were published in part a few years ago independently by different 
authors (see [1, 6, 7]). Then we characterize the orbit closures in the space of all reachable 
systems in terms of these invariants. This gives a contribution to the answer of the question: 
how does a system might look like, which occurs as the limit of a sequence of feedback-
transformations, applied to a given system? 
We consider the singular system 
Ei(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), t>0, (1) 
described by the triple (E, A, B) £ K n x ( 2 n + m ) , where K is the field of real or complex 
numbers. Let 
Sn,m = {(E, A, B) € K
n x ( 2 n + m ) | rk[sE - tA, B] = n,V (s, t) -£ (0,0)} (2) 
be the set of all reachable systems. The feedback-action on 5 n , m is given by the 
group 
T = { (M, \ N °R])\M,Ne Gl„(K), R G G/m(K), F G K
m x " j 
and the algebraic action 
* : TxSn,m —• Sn>m 
( H F R]) >&*»)) - &>***) 
(E1, A', B') = (MEN~\M(A + BR-1F)N~1,MBR-1). (3) 
with 
1 Presented at the IFAC Workshop on System Structure and Control held in Prague on September 
3-5, 1992. 
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We write: (E,A,B)~(E',A',B') iff there exists (M, | Np ° | J G T such that (3) 
holds. 
Since the regularity condition 
det(sE -A)y£Q, (4) 
which is necessary for (1) being an admissible system, can be violated by the 
feedback-action ^ , we omit this restriction. It will be possible to interpret our 
results also for admissible systems. 
For our aim to investigate the limit systems under feedback-transformations we 
need a precise description of the invariants of the action $ . Thus we repeat the 
results given in [1]: let Ai > . . , > Am be the minimal column indices of [sE — A, B] 
and 71 > •. • > Ji the minimal indices of the module {x _ K[s]n | 3M £ K[s]m : 
(sE — A)x(s) = Bu(s)}, where / = rkf?. Then it can be shown: j , < Aj < 7,- + 1 
for i e ! : = { l , . . . , l } and Â  = 0 for j = I + 1 , . . . , m. The indices \ , i G /, 
which satisfy Ai = 7,-, are called singular controllability indices, all the others are 
the regular controllability indices. It holds: 
a) £ I_ ! Ai = xkE, 
b ) £ . = 1 7 , = n - . , 
c) n — vkE = # { i G Z | A. is a singular index}. 
With a system (E, A, B) G Sn}m we associate the list of controllability indices 
d(E,A,B) = (e;a) = (ei,..., em-n+r;<Ti, • • • ,o-n-r) 
with _i > • • • > em-n+r the regular and ai > . . . > <rn_r the singular indices 
and rkE = r. The controllability indices together with their additional property of 
regularity or singularity constitute a complete invariant for the feedback-action on 
Sn,m- It holds: 
(E, A, B) ~ (E',A', B') <=> ti(E, A, B) = d(E', A', B'). 
Observe that by property c) a system (E,A, B) 6 £„,„. with E G Gln only has 
regular indices, these are just the familiar controllability indices of the state space 
system (/, E~lA, E~lB). 
Let V(r; m,m- n + r) be the set 
{(e;<r) = ( e i , . . . , £ m _ n + r ; o - i , . . . ,<7 n _ r ) G N
m I ej > Qj+i, 
m—n+r n-r 
ai >«"i+ii J2 8i + '$2<ri = r} 
«=1 i = l 
and 
Vntm= U ^(rim.m-Ti + r). 
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Then for each (Q;<T) = (Q\,. .., g m _ n + r ; o\,..., <rn-T) G V(r; m,m — n + r) there 
exists a system (E,A,B) G 5 n i m with ci(E,A, B) = (_;<x). This can be seen via 
a canonical form analogously to the Brunovsky-form for controllable state space 
systems: 
A canonical form of an arbitrary system (E,A, B) G sn,m with rk_7 = r can be 
achieved by transforming (E,A,B) via the feedback-group to 
\ i]\Ao ,:,].[*• £ ] ) • <5» 
Then (Ir,Ai, [B\,B2]) is a controllable state space system of order r with the same 
controllability indices as the given system (E,A, B). The singular indices are as-
sociated with the columns of B2, the regular indices are associated with the columns 
of Bi. 
Observe that there exists an admissible system in each feedback-orbit 
0(Q;<T) = {(E,A,B)eSntm | ci(E,A,B) = (g;a)}. 
With this parametrization of the orbits we can study the limit phenomena of 
the feedback-action: we will describe those orbits 0(Q;O~), which are in the closure 
O(o~;a) in <S„im, endowed with the standard Euclidian topology. Our goal is to 
formulate the adherence order as a partial order on the set Vn,m- For this we 
introduce the set 
/C(r ;m)= { ( c i , . . . , c m ) | c . GNo, ^ _ > , = r } 
• - 1 
of all combinations of r into m numbers. For c = ( c i , . . . , cm), c' = (c[,..., c'm) G 
K,(r;m) define 
m 
r« (« ) - J2 c* + i#{kei\ck>i} + (i-l)#{kem\i\ck>i} (6) 
and let 
c<c' -£=>> r{j(c) < rij(c') for all (i, j) G r x m. (7) 
Observe that rtj(c) can easily be computed from the Young-diagram of c: e.g. for 
c = ( 4 , l , 2 , l ) G / C ( 8 ; 4 ) i t i s 
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the Young-diagram of c and r2,3 = 6 = r2,4 is just the number of blocks below the 
dotted line. 
It is easy to see that for partitions c and c' (i. e. those for which cy > Cj+1, c'j > 
c'j+1) the partial order < is just the dominance order, since in this case it holds: 
k k 
c<c' •£=>• ])P Cj >^2 c'j for all k Em. 
j=i j=i 
Remember that for controllable state space systems the dominance order of the con-
trollability indices is equivalent to the adherence order of the corresponding feedback-
orbits (see [3]). 
Now we are in the position to formulate the main result of this note. It generalizes 
the above mentioned equivalence between the dominance order and the adherence 
order in the state space situation to the space of reachable singular systems. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let 0(Q;a), 0(g;a) C sn,m be two feedback-orbits with (Q; a) £ 
V(r; m,m — n + r), (g; a) £ V(f;m, m — n + r). Then it follows: 
a) If r = f, then 0(g; a) C 0(g; a) «=> (g; a) < (g; a). 
b) I f r < f = r + s put / = m — n + r. Let (g;a) = ( g i , . . . , QI+S ; &i, • • • , <rn_r_s), 
then it is 0(g; a) C 0(Q; a) iff there exists a decomposition 
{l,...,l + s} = {i1,...,is}U{j1,...,j!} 
such that (Q; a) < P(QJ1 • - - •, t?ji i t?i, — 1, • • •, Qi, — I, <f\, • • •, &n-r-s), where the 
list P(gjt, • • •, tr„_ r_.) consists of the given indices as regular and singular ones 
with both parts in decreasing order, i. e. the list is an element of V(r; m, m—n+r). 
P r o o f . Part a) of the theorem can be proven by using a standard-form as in (5) 
and applying results of [4]. In [4] it is considered the feedback-action for state space 
systems with the restriction of only unipotent matrices as input transformations. 
This action preserves the given ordering of the controllability indices and is thus 
suitable for the study of the orbits 0(g; a). 
Part b) is quite technical but straightforward to prove, it also uses the standard-form 
(5). A proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [2, section 2.4]. 
Observe that part b) of the theorem says, that in the case of order reduction in the 
limit process the only additional effect, which might occur, is the degeneration of 
some arbitrary regular indices to singular ones. 
The results of the theorem remain valid if we restrict our consideration to admissible 
systems. . • 
A conjecture about the characterization of orbit closures is left for future inves-
tigations. It would simplify the results of Theorem 1. We hope that the following is 
true: for (g; a), (g; a) G Vnim as in Theorem 1 it is 
0(g;a)ÇO(g;ã) <̂ => (g; a) < (g; ã) and 
P'(Qi ,-•-, Qm-n+r , <тi + 1 , . . . , <т„_r + 1) 
_< P(Ql, •••, Qm-n+f, ai + 1, • • •, čŕ„-ř + 1), 
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where < is defined as in (6), (7) and P', P order the given m indices decreasingly. 
W e are p l a n n i n g t o invest igate also the feedback-action together wi th the oper-
a t ions of s t rong equivalence, applied to singular sys tems. For th is s t udy the recent 
work of [5] a b o u t degenera t ion under pencil t ransformat ions migh t be helpful. 
(Received March 10, 1993.) 
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